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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study was to analyze how the situational variable match status might affect tactical and strategic behavior during the execution of corner kicks in elite soccer. We studied 902 corner kicks taken during 95 matches played during the final stages of the 2012 UEFA European Championships and the 2010 FIFA World Cup. We used the Chi-squared automatic interaction detection (CHAID) decision-tree method to identify interactions. Three models were identified. When a corner kick is taken during the last 30 minutes of the match, and the score is level, attacking teams place 2-5 players in the shooting area, while defending teams place 1-2 players between the posts. Attacking teams that are losing in this same situation place 2-5 players in a position to receive the ball, while the defending team leaves its posts undefended. Finally, when the team taking the corner kick is losing during the last 30 minutes of the match, it places 6 or more players in a position to take a shot at goal.

KEY WORDS: corner kicks, observational methodology, elite soccer, situational variables, performance analysis.

RESUMEN

El propósito del estudio es analizar como la variable situacional resultado parcial puede afectar al comportamiento táctico-estratégico en los saques de esquina en fútbol. Se han estudiado 902 saques de esquina realizados en 95 partidos correspondientes a la UEFA Euro 2012, y Fase Final de la FIFA World Cup 2010. Para identificar las interacciones se utilizó el método de crecimiento Chi-square automatic interaction detector (CHAID), que nos ha permitido identificar tres modelos: con el resultado de empate en los últimos minutos de juego, el equipo atacante incorpora al remate entre 2 a 5 jugadores y el equipo rival sitúa 1 ó 2 jugadores bajo palos. Ganando en los últimos minutos del encuentro, el equipo sitúa también entre 2 a 5 jugadores en ataque y el rival no defiende bajo palos. Perdiendo en los últimos minutos del encuentro, el equipo atacante incorpora a 6 o más jugadores al ataque.

PALABRAS CLAVE: saques de esquina, metodología observacional, fútbol de élite, variables situacionales, análisis del rendimiento.

INTRODUCTION

Context and contextual factors must be taken into account when analyzing performance in soccer (Carling, Williams, & Reilly, 2005; Kormelink & Seeverens, 1999). Numerous studies have provided evidence on which variables should be analyzed in such situations (Bloomfield, Polman, & O’Donoghue, 2005; Jones, James, & Mellalieu, 2004; Lago & Martin, 2007; O’Donoghue & Tenga, 2001; Sasaki, Nevill, & Reilly, 1999; Shaw & O’Donoghue, 2004; Tucker, Mellalieu, James, & Taylor, 2005). Nevill and
Holder (1999), for example, reported that match status (the score at a given time in a game) and the quality of the rival team are the two main factors that influence team performance. Similarly, findings by Sasaki et al. (1999), O’Donoghue and Tenga (2001), Jones et al. (2004), Shaw and O’Donoghue (2004), Bloomfield, Polman, and O’Donoghue (2005), Tucker et al. (2005), Lago and Martin (2007), Castellano, Perea, and Hernández Mendo (2008), and Taylor, Mellalieu, James, and Shearer (2008) all support the idea that match status influences the technical, tactical, and strategic behaviors of both players and teams. The impact on performance of the quality of the rival team is supported by findings by Grant, Williams, and Hocking (1999), Hook and Hughes (2001), and Hughes and Churchill (2005). Significant differences have also been observed between successful and unsuccessful teams in terms of technical, tactical, and physi

Many studies that have analyzed performance in soccer have focused on how goals are scored, as this information is obviously highly relevant to improving performance in attack. Set plays, and corner kicks in particular, can have a significant impact on the outcome of matches between two teams of a very similar level, as reported by Castelo (2009) and Ardá, Maneiro, Rial, Losada, and Casal (2014). Corner kicks in soccer have been analyzed both quantitatively (number of kicks per match) and qualitatively (effectiveness) (Acar et al., 2009; Alonso, 1995; Ardá et al., 2014; Borrás & Sainz de Baranda, 2005; Carling et al., 2005; Casáis, 2006; Castelo, 1999; Ensum, Williams, & Grant, 2000; Márquez & Raya, 1998; Mesonero & Sainz de Baranda, 2006; Pérez & Vicente, 1996; Roxburg & Turner, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011; Sainz de Baranda, López-Riquelme, & Ortega, 2011; Sánchez Flores et al., 2012; Saraiva, 2007; Silva, 2011; Taylor, James, & Mellalieu, 2005).

As already mentioned, match status can influence the behavior of both individual players and teams, but very few studies have analyzed the association between match status and corner kicks, although Borrás and Sainz de Baranda (2005) and Sainz de Baranda et al. (2011) reported significant differences in how corner kicks are taken depending on the score of the match when they are taken. The aim of this study was to investigate the association between corner kick performance indicators and match status while controlling for situational variables known to significantly impact team behavior, namely, match venue and quality of the teams. Specifically, we performed a multivariate interaction analysis of corner kick performance indicators, with consideration of the interaction between rival teams and the following objectives: to investigate whether or not match status influences the technical-tactical behavior of attacking and defending teams during the execution of corner kicks and to determine which behaviors are modified and how.
METHOD

Match sample

We analyzed 902 corner kicks taken during the final stages of the 2012 UEFA European Championships in Poland/Ukraine (31 matches) and the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa (64 matches). These matches were chosen to control for the effect of match status (all the matches were played on neutral ground) and the level of the teams (all the matches were between top-level teams competing in the final stages of European and world championships).

Performance indicators

The observation instrument used was the same as that used in a study of corner kick success in the 2010 FIFA World Cup by Ardá et al (2014). The performance indicators were time of the match at which the corner kick was taken, position of the corner kick (right, left), laterality of kick (natural, switched), number of attackers in a position to receive the ball, number of defenders in a position to recover the ball, interaction context (balance between the number of attackers and defenders in the shooting area), delivery of the ball (direct, indirect), path of the ball (ground, air), type of marking (zone, man-to-man, combined), number of players defending the goalposts, number of intervening attackers, zone to which the last pass is made (near post, far post), shooting area, offensive organization (static, dynamic), and type of shot. For more details on the instrument see Ardá et al (2014).

Data collection procedures

We employed a direct observational methodology design characterized by non-participative, systematic observation in a natural setting (Anguera, Blanco Villaseñor, Losada, & Hernández Mendo, 2000). Video recordings of the matches available from television channels were systematically analyzed post-event by four expert observers. For all the matches analyzed, the observation instrument was first applied to the team being observed and then to the other team. Data were successively recorded by coding each of the performance indicators for all the corner kicks taken and noting down the match status at the time. Match status was categorized as “winning”, “drawing”, or “losing” based on the number of goals scored and conceded by the team being observed at the time of data entry (Bloomfield et al., 2005b; Jones et al., 2004).

Data were collected for the duration of each match, excluding injury time.

Reliability testing

The four observers were all trained following the protocols described by Losada and Manolov (2014). In the first stage, eight observation sessions were held in which the observers were trained using the consensus agreement method.
(Anguera, 1990). With this method, data are recorded only when there is agreement between the observers. The quality of the data was also verified by calculating Cohen's kappa statistic for interobserver agreement. The results, based on the criteria of Fleiss, Levin, & Paik (2003) were excellent (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Ob1-Ob2</th>
<th>Ob1-Ob3</th>
<th>Ob1-Ob4</th>
<th>Ob2-Ob3</th>
<th>Ob2-Ob4</th>
<th>Ob3-Ob4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position of corner kick</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laterality of corner kick</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of attackers</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of defenders</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction context</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery of ball</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path of ball</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of marking</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of players defending the goalposts</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of intervening attackers</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone to which the last pass is made</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shooting area</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive organization</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of shot</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{total}$</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Reliability of variables in the observation instrument according to interobserver agreement (kappa statistic)

Data analysis

Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics (version 22). The statistical analysis consisted of building a decision-tree classification model to provide validation tools for exploratory and confirmatory classification analyses, by assigning a suitable measure to all the variables included. The model generated provides a solution to prediction, classification, and segmentation problems and yields a flow-chart structure showing the procedure and its results.

The data analysis phase started by building a decision tree in which all variables were treated as nominal, and each node contained a frequency table showing the number of cases (count and percentage) for each category of the dependent variable. The *Chi*-squared Automatic Interaction Detector (CHAID)
method was used to build the tree. This consists of a multiway algorithm that explores data both quickly and efficiently and creates segments and profiles for the desired result. The method also permits the automatic detection of interactions via Chi-squared analysis. At each step of the process, CHAID chooses the predictor variable with the strongest interaction with the dependent variable. The categories of each predictor are merged if they are not significantly different to the predictor variable.

The dependent variable was match status (winning, drawing, or losing), and the predictors were the variables from the observation instrument. Split-sample validation with a training sample was used to generate a model that was subsequently tested on a hold-out sample. The maximum tree depth was set at 3, with a minimum of 100 cases per parent node and 25 cases per child node. (Table 2)

### Table 2. Summary of model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision-tree technique</td>
<td>CHAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent variable</td>
<td>Match status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent variables</td>
<td>Time (moment of the match at which the corner kick was taken), position of the corner kick (right vs left), kicking foot, number of attackers, number of defenders, interaction context, delivery of the ball, path of the ball, type of marking, number of defenders between the posts, number of intervening attackers, zone to which the last pass is made, shooting area, offensive organization, and type of shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum tree depth</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum cases per parent node</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum cases per child node</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent variables included</td>
<td>Defenders between the posts, time, number of intervening attackers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of terminal nodes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESULTS**

The final model had 8 nodes (5 of which were terminal), and the predictors retained were time, number of attackers, and players defending the goalposts (Fig. 1).
The root node (0) was the dependent variable, i.e. match status, and the most frequent category was “drawing” (n=49). Time had the greatest influence on match status and gave rise to nodes 1, 2, and 3. Nodes 2 and 3 were terminal nodes, while node 1, “minutes 60-90”, showed that the most frequent category for the dependent variable was “losing” (n=59). Node 1 was split by “number of attackers”, which gave rise to two new nodes, 4 and 5. Node 4 contained the categories “2-3 players” and “4-5 players”, as no significant differences were found with respect to the dependent variable, and “drawing” (n=41) was the most common match status. Node 5, a terminal node, contained the category “6 or more players”, and the most common match status was “losing”. The next variable included in the model was “number of players defending the goalposts”, which was split into two new nodes, 6 and 7. Node 6 contained the category “1 and 2 players”, for which “drawing” (n=32) was the most common
match status. By contrast, the most frequent match status for node 7, which contained the category “no players defending the goalposts” was “winning” (n=11).

Three models were thus detected for the execution of corner kicks in the matches analyzed: 1) a kick taken during minutes 60-90 when the teams were drawing and when there were 2-5 attackers in a position to receive the ball and 1-2 defenders between the goalposts; 2) a kick taken by a winning team during minutes 60-90 with 2-5 attackers and no players defending the posts; 3) a kick taken by a losing team during minutes 60-90, with 6 or more attackers in a position to receive the ball; the number of defenders between the posts was not significant in this case.

The model correctly predicted 58.4% of the cases in the dataset. Its predictive accuracy was 92% for the “drawing” category, 13.8% for the “winning” category, and 18.3% for the “losing” category. It can therefore be considered to provide a moderate fit to the observed data.

**DISCUSSION**

The findings of this study show that match status influences the tactical and strategic behavior of teams in relation to corner kicks in elite soccer. We performed a multivariate decision-tree analysis to explore associations between different performance indicators and match status. To our knowledge, similar studies to date have analyzed this subject using univariate or bivariate analyses, but none have investigated multiple interactions between corner kick performance indicators and the score of the match when the kick was taken. Another distinguishing aspect of our study is that we analyzed these interactions from the perspective of the interaction between the attacking and defending teams.

We found statistically significant associations between match status and the time of the match, the number of attackers in a position to receive the ball, and the number of players defending the goalposts.

Like Sainz de Baranda and López-Riquelme (2012), we found that most corner kicks are taken when the match status is drawing. As these authors suggested, this might be because that when teams are drawing, they tend to more actively try to score in order to take the lead. However, we also believe that the higher frequency of corner kicks in this situation might simply be due to the fact that draws are more common during matches.

The number of players defending the goalposts was another tactical-strategic aspect influenced by match status. We saw that when the match status is drawing, the defending team tends to place 1 or 2 players in the area of the goalposts during a corner kick, whereas the score is in its favor or against it. These observations, which coincide with those of Sainz de Baranda and
López-Riquelme (2012) are logical from a strategic perspective, as when the teams are drawing, the defending team needs to make every effort to keep the score level. In other words, its strategy is to not prepare for launching a counterattack, but rather simply to prevent the other team from scoring from the corner kick. If the defending team is losing, however, it needs to contemplate the possibility of a counterattack, as it is empirically known that corner kicks can open up scoring opportunities for the defense, and many teams in such a situation will position their players further upfield, including probably those they need most (i.e. those that should theoretically be between the posts). In brief, teams that are drawing or losing may need to take more precautions in defense, as they cannot afford to make as many errors as if it were winning. Findings by the above authors and by Ardá et al. (2014), however, contradict this theory, as their investigations reveal that corner kicks are more effective when defenders are placed at the goalposts.

We also observed that the number of attackers in a position to receive the ball during a corner kick varied according to match status, with 6 attackers available to participate in the set play when the team was losing but just 2-5 players when the team was winning or drawing. One possible explanation is that teams that are losing use more attackers as the more players in a position to participate in the corner kick, the greater the possibilities of a shot on goal (Ardá et al, 2014). By contrast, when they do not need to take risks in attack, teams seem to choose to strengthen their defense, positioning fewer players in counterattack positions and more players in or around the rival goal area.

Finally, our decision-tree analysis revealed interactions between several of the performance indicators analyzed, showing, for instance, that when teams are losing towards the end of the match (minutes 60-90), they place at least 6 players in the shooting area. As explained above, the purpose of this strategy is to increase their chances of scoring a goal and drawing the match.

When the match status is drawing and there are fewer than 30 minutes of play left, attacking teams place between 2 and 5 players in a position to receive the ball, while the teams defending the ball at this time place 1 or 2 players at the goalposts. This shows greater precaution by both teams, reflected by the fact that they both seek to maintain a greater balance between attack and defense.

When the match status is winning to an end, attacking teams with the score in their favor position between 2 and 5 players in the shooting area during a corner kick, while defending teams who are winning tend to leave their goalposts undefended. This may be because attacking teams wish to maintain their advantage on the scoreboard and make it more difficult for the defending team to counterattack by placing more players in a defensive position. By contrast, a defending team that is losing will be seeking to launch a counterattack to level the match or to at least reduce the goal difference.
Our results in the context of the moment of the match when the corner kick is taken seem to suggest that everything happens in the last 30 minutes, indicating that teams tend to resort to "textbook" strategies that are seen as more effective, both in attack and defense. In other words, the patterns detected suggest that teams forgo more “undisciplined” tactics in favor of pre-established models that they believe will help them achieve the result they are looking for.

CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated how corner kicks performance in elite soccer is affected by whether the team is winning, losing, or drawing at the time the kick is taken. We performed a multivariate decision-tree analysis to explore interactions between various corner kicks performance indicators in a setting in which interactions between the competing teams were also considered. The results show that match status influences both tactical and strategic approaches to corner kicks. The variables affected are the number of attackers in a position to participate in the corner kick and the number of defenders placed at the posts at different moments of the match. We identified three tactical-strategic models employed by both attacking and defending teams during corner kicks according to whether they are winning, losing, or drawing in the last 30 minutes of the match.

1. When the match status is losing, and 30 minutes or less remaining, attacking teams position 6 or more players in the shooting area.

2. When the match status is drawing, and 30 minutes or less remaining, attacking teams place 2-5 players in a position to receive the ball, while defending teams place 1 or 2 defenders between the posts.

3. When the match status is winning, and 30 minutes or less remaining, attacking teams place 2-5 players in a position to receive the ball, while defending teams leave their goal undefended.

4. Our findings could be very useful for teams and coaches as they add to the body of knowledge on performance and tactics in set-piece actions. The limitations inherent to this study could be reduced in future studies by analyzing other competitions using larger samples and considering goal differences and other performance indicators to continue to identify factors that influence the effectiveness of corner kicks.
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